
Lecture Notes Fixed income securities

Video lecture

https://youtu.be/RgT8odI_gqo

What?
There are several fixed income securities that we
can include into our financial portfolio. These in-
clude, CDs, treasuries, agencies, municipals, corpo-
rates and high yield corporates. Each of these fixed
income securities serve a specific purpose and may
or may not be suitable for our portfolio goals.

CDs
Certificates of deposits (CDs) are time deposits at
financial institutions. Individual CD holders have
deposit insurance through Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation (FDIC) up to $250,000. CDs may
be simple bank accounts at our usual banks in our
neighborhood. CDs can also be purchased from any
financial institution through our brokerage company.
Either way though, when we buy a CD, we receive
deposit insurance. CDs cannot be sold or with-
drawn before their maturity. Early withdrawal usu-
ally involve severe financial penalties. CDs cannot
be transferred as well. Please note that, like any
other fixed income security, CDs bear market and
interest rate risks.

Some example CDs from our brokerage company:

Notice the first CD that is offered by WELLS
FARGO BANK NA (SD). It has a coupon payment
of 2.750% and its maturity is 01-14-2020. It is a non-
callable CD and its CUSIP number is 949763VZ6.
CUSIP number is the specific identifier for fixed in-
come securities. Just as stocks have symbols, fixed
income securities have CUSIP number. Note that
each issuer can issue many different fixed income
security, having one identifier per issuer would not

work. Whereas companies have one stock and thus
having one symbol for this stock is sufficient.

The first CD has a price of $100 and its yield to
withdrawal (APY/YTW) is 2.785%. Since, it is a
non-callable CD, its yield to maturity (YTM) is the
same as YTW. There are 35,575 CDs available for
purchase and minimum number of CDs to trade is
1.

Treasuries

Treasuries are fixed income securities issued by the
US treasury department. They are considered to
have the lowest level of default risk among all fixed
income securities. Treasuries are highly liquid and
they can be bought and sold with ease. Please note
that, like any other fixed income security, treasuries
bear market and interest rate risks. Shorter the ma-
turity, higher the liquidity and lower the market and
interest rate risks. Maturities of treasuries vary from
1 month to 30 years.

There is a treasury auction for these fixed income se-
curities every trading day. The yields for treasuries
are announced through treasury departments own
web site.

Agencies

Agencies are fixed income securities issued by US
agencies. They are usually considered to bear lower
default risk since they are US agencies. However,
their yields are usually little higher than ordinary
treasuries. Please note that, like any other fixed in-
come security, agencies bear market and interest rate
risks.
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Notice the first security offered by FEDERAL
FARM CR BKS. This is a continuously callable is-
sue with the next call date of 12-10-2018. At this
date the call price is $100. This specific issue has
a coupon payment of 1.2% and its maturity is 01-
06-2020. It is currently trading at $98.393 and its
yield to maturity (YTM) and yield to call (YTW) is
2.707%. There are 855 securities available for trade
and there is a minimum trade amount of 5 issues at
a time.

Municipals

Municipals are fixed income securities that are issued
by municipalities around the US. They are consid-
ered to be comparable to corporate bonds with re-
spect to risk and return. While there are prime issues
there are also junk issues. Please note that, like any
other fixed income security, municipals bear market
and interest rate risks.
Some municipals offer income tax exemptions. If we
buy tax exempt municipal fixed income securities,
our income from these securities would be exempt
from any income tax. This feature however helps
the municipalities rather than the investors. This is
because municipalities sell at a slightly lower yield
which is usually equal to the effect of the tax ex-
emption for investors.

Notice the first security issued by MISSOURI ST
HEALTH & EDL FACSAUTH HEALTH FACS
REV REV BDS. It offers a 5% coupon and it has
a maturity of 01-01-2020. It is a non-callable issue.
It is currently selling at the price of $103.370. Its
yield to maturity (YTM) and yield to call (YTW)
are the same at 1.811%. Currently there are 5 secu-
rities available and minimum number of issues that
can be traded is 5. Notice that this issue has “Ex-
traordinary Redemption Provisions.” These provi-
sions may be quite important and we need read the
bond indentures for these provisions.

Corporates

Corporate fixed income securities are issued by do-
mestic and international corporations as well as for-
eign governments. These securities bear default risk
as well as market and interest rate risk. These is-
sues may have special provisions that may be quite
important for investors. Seniority of issue and col-
laterals are common among these special provisions.

Notice the first security issued by GENERAL ELEC
CAP CORP MTN BE. It has a coupon of 5.5% with
maturity of 01-08-2020. It is a non callable issue.
Its current price is $101.070 and this translate to a
yield to maturity of 4.480%. Currently there are 19
issues available for sale with a minimum of 5 per
trade. There is another seller however. Since this
seller’s price is a little higher, s/he is the second in
line among sellers. His/her price is $101.244 and this
translates into a yield to maturity of 4.317%. There
is also a third seller with a price of $101.870 and
yield to maturity of 3.732%.

High yield corporates

High yield corporates are corporate fixed income se-
curities. The reason that they have their own cat-
egory is the fact that they are considered to have
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high default risk. Since their yields are usually high,
they also have higher market and interest rate risks.
These can be issued by any company as well as by
any foreign government.

Notice the first issue by CALIFORNIA RES CORP.
This issue has a coupon of 5% with a maturity date
of 01-15-2020. This is a continuously callable issue
with the next call date of 12-15-2019 with a call price
of $100. The “make whole call” stipulation refers to
the ability of the issuer to payoff the outstanding is-
sues early. The current price is $94.810 which trans-
lates into yield to maturity of 10.042%. Notice how
high the yield is. This is because of the risk involved
by buying this issue for the investor. There are 50
issues available with minimum trade amount of 5.
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